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ABSTRACT

Meteoroids that dominate the Earth’s extraterrestrial mass influx (50–300 mm size range) may
have contributed a unique blend of exogenous organic molecules at the time of the origin of
life. Such meteoroids are so large that most of their mass is ablated in the Earth’s atmosphere.
In the process, organic molecules are decomposed and chemically altered to molecules dif-
ferently from those delivered to the Earth’s surface by smaller (,50 mm) micrometeorites and
larger (.10 cm) meteorites. The question addressed here is whether the organic matter in these
meteoroids is fully decomposed into atoms or diatomic compounds during ablation. If not,
then the ablation products made available for prebiotic organic chemistry, and perhaps early
biology, might have retained some memory of their astrophysical nature. To test this hy-
pothesis we searched for CN emission in meteor spectra in an airborne experiment during
the 2001 Leonid meteor storm. We found that the meteor’s light-emitting air plasma, which
included products of meteor ablation, contained less than 1 CN molecule for every 30 mete-
oric iron atoms. This contrasts sharply with the nitrogen/iron ratio of 1:1.2 in the solid mat-
ter of comet 1P/Halley. Unless the nitrogen content or the abundance of complex organic mat-
ter in the Leonid parent body, comet 55P/Tempel-Tuttle, differs from that in comet 1P/Halley,
it appears that very little of that organic nitrogen decomposes into CN molecules during me-
teor ablation in the rarefied flow conditions that characterize the atmospheric entry of mete-
oroids ,50 mm–10 cm in size. We propose that the organics of such meteoroids survive 
instead as larger compounds. Key Words: Prebiotic chemistry—Origin of life—Meteors—
Exogenous organics. Astrobiology 4, 67–79.
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INTRODUCTION

REFRACTORY ORGANIC CARBON in extraterrestrial
materials is a likely source of prebiotic com-

pounds for the origin of life (Oró, 1961; Chyba
and Sagan, 1992, 1997; Delsemme, 1992). Organic
carbon is abundant in the cometary grains probed
by the GIOTTO and VEGA spacecraft (Kissel and
Krueger, 1987; Jessberger and Kissel, 1991), mak-
ing up some 23% by weight of the comet mass
fraction and some 66% by weight of dust grains
once the volatile compounds have evaporated
(Greenberg, 2000). Primitive asteroids contain or-
ganic matter as well, up to 12% by weight based
on the carbon content of interplanetary dust par-
ticles (IDPs) that are ,10 mm in size (Keller et al.,
1995; Flynn et al., 2000). Flynn et al. (2000) found
from C-XANES and Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy that a substantial fraction of this
carbon is organic. Most carbon-rich meteorites
contain less than 3% by weight carbon, but these
meteorites may not be representative of the most
primitive C-type asteroids.

The organic carbon has high molecular mass
and survives exposure to the vacuum of space
even when approaching the Sun as close as Earth’s
orbit [Tmax ,250–300 K (Levasseur-Regourd et al.,
2000)]. In order for this organic matter to have
been delivered to an early Earth, it had to have
survived impact with Earth’s atmosphere. Of all
infalling matter, it is believed that less than 8%
by weight of carbon survives intact in microme-
teorites with initial sizes 5–50 mm, but only in
those that derive from prograde asteroidal orbits
that approach Earth from behind (Anders, 1989).
The remainder, and the bulk of the mass influx
in the form of meteoroids, which includes all 50
mm–10 cm-sized meteoroids (Love and Brownlee
1993), is ablated in the upper atmosphere during
a phase called a “meteor.” In particular, we will
use the term meteor here to refer to the physical
condition of rarefied flow that pertains to the in-
teraction with Earth’s atmosphere of all mete-
oroids small enough (less than about 10 cm) not
to form a shock wave. In that process, the organic
molecules are chemically changed in a unique
manner determined by the process of meteoroid
ablation and subsequent chemistry in the air
plasma in the meteoroid’s wake (Jenniskens et al.,
2000a).

This paper investigates the possibility that or-
ganic matter carried to Earth via meteors is not
necessarily broken down into atoms or diatomic

molecules and may survive in the form of larger
molecules. On the primitive Earth, this surviving
meteoritic material might have made an impor-
tant contribution to the prebiotic organic matter.
This idea comes at a time when other investiga-
tors are also proposing the survivability of ex-
traterrestrial organic matter at relatively high
temperatures. Brownlee et al. (2002) recently re-
ported that refractory carbon in IDPs and mi-
crometeorites survive relatively severe heating
(.1,200 K) when exposed to the beam of an elec-
tron microscope. In these experiments the organic
matter was found to separate from the silicate
melt as a solid carbon-rich material with embed-
ded metal. It has not been established whether
this amorphous carbonaceous material produced
on heating is elemental or organic, although the
latter is more likely. In addition, Glavin and Bada
(1999) have demonstrated that several amino
acids and nucleobases from the Murchison mete-
orite survive heating to 1,100°C for several sec-
onds at reduced pressures.

Indeed, micrometeorites are found to contain
significant amounts of organic matter that have
survived the heating process. Russell et al. (2002)
even found the C-H stretch vibration band of or-
ganic matter in the debris left in the wake of a
bright Leonid fireball. Based on measurements of
organic matter in micrometeorites found in ocean
sediments and Antarctic ice, Maurette and col-
leagues (Maurette, 1998; Maurette et al., 2000;
Toppani et al., 2001) make the case that solid
products from meteor ablation raining down to
the surface may have contributed organic matter
to the early Earth.

In contrast, our work pursues the idea that at-
mospheric chemistry is essential in creating use-
ful prebiotic compounds. Jenniskens et al. (2000a)
provided the first evidence that organic mole-
cules may survive the meteor phase with the dis-
covery that most light emission, and therefore
most high temperature chemistry, occurs in a
comparatively mild temperature (,4,300 K) air
plasma in almost local thermodynamic equilib-
rium just behind the meteoroid (Boyd, 2000; Jen-
niskens et al., 2000a). The product of that chem-
istry depends on the time available for reactions
in the high temperature meteor plasma and the
balance between oxygen and nitrogen insertion
and polymerization versus carbon extraction and
molecular breakup. Reactions with the ablated or-
ganic compounds that are too infrequent to occur
with high probability in the allotted time are not
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expected to reach equilibrium. After being chem-
ically altered, the products will continue to react
while settling to the Earth surface. Before ad-
dressing the latter, it is necessary to understand
the products that derive from the meteor phase
itself.

Meteors represent elusive physical conditions
of rarefied high Mach number (up to 270) flow
and non-equilibrium chemistry, which makes it
difficult to simulate the conditions in the labora-
tory without a better understanding of the phys-
ical processes and fate of organic matter in real
cases. The intense 1998–2002 Leonid storms have
offered an opportunity to obtain data on these
processes using modern instruments that would
otherwise have only a small chance of detecting
a meteor. If the physical conditions can be de-
scribed quantitatively, then this will set bound-
aries to theoretical models that can provide in-
sight into this elusive chemistry.

A key constraint for such models is the need to
predict the production of the most abundant di-
atomic molecules created during decomposition
of the complex organic matter. When complex or-
ganic matter is heated to high temperatures, or
sputtered by fast ions or energetic photons, small
molecular fragments and atoms are lost from the
complex organic matter (such as H, O, H2, O2,
OH, H2O, CO, CO2, CN, and CH4) in a process
called carbonization (Jenniskens and Russell,
1993; Fristrom, 1995, p. 318). Further heating (up
to 700 K) leads to additional loss of H and H2 in
a process of polymerization, which is accompa-
nied by the growth of aromatic ring structures.
Prolonged heating in a confined environment
leads to graphitization, which is the stacking of
those rings into layers to form a crystal (e.g.,
Koidl et al., 1989). Further temperature increase
leads to decomposition by loss of H2, CN, CH,
C2, HCN, NH3, and C2H. In this latter stage of
decomposition, in the absence of rapid radiative
cooling, after formation, hydrocarbon radicals
higher than C2 rapidly fission into lower-molec-
ular-weight products, leaving only the thermally
stable single and double bonded carbon radicals.
Carbon atoms are also present, but at low abun-
dance due to thermodynamic factors (Fristrom,
1995; Rairden et al., 2000). Upon cooling, these
lower-molecular -weight products can recon-
dense into amorphous carbon to form soot.

We propose that the best chance of probing the
fate of organic matter in the rarefied high Mach
number flow of small meteoroids is to look for

the production of the CN radical. This radical is
most easily detected because of a strong B R X
transition of low excitation energy with a band
head at 388 nm. CN is a product of reactions in-
volving nitrogen embedded in the complex or-
ganic matter or interactions between the meteoric
carbon atoms and atmospheric N2. In general, ni-
trogen is closely associated with the organic mat-
ter in IDPs, in particular with polyaromatic hy-
drocarbons, and it is enriched in 15N (Keller et al.,
1995).

Early work by Ceplecha (1971) identified CN
emissions in the 212 magnitude flare of a come-
tary meteoroid, but the identification is doubtful
because of the many iron lines in the near-UV.
Our first efforts at detecting the 388 nm band
head of CN during the 1999 Leonid Multi-In-
strument Aircraft Campaign (MAC) (Jenniskens
and Butow, 1999; Jenniskens et al., 2000b) focused
on slit-less spectroscopy of meteors in first order
in the same spectral region as observed by Ce-
plecha, using a UV-sensitive intensified charge
coupled device (CCD) camera (Abe et al., 2000;
Rairden et al., 2000). The 1999 Leonid storm was
seen under good conditions, and the high meteor
rates resulted in several bright spectra. Our most
precisely measured spectrum set an upper limit
of 1 CN molecule per 3 Fe atoms, only about a
factor of 2 less than expected if all of the nitrogen
in complex organic matter would have been re-
leased in the form of CN radicals (Rairden et al.,
2000).

In order to improve upon this result, we needed
to resolve the underlaying iron emission lines in
the meteor spectrum. Here we report results from
a high-resolution unintensified slit-less CCD
spectrograph that obtained spectra with sufficient
spectral resolution to separate the iron lines.
From the new data, we conclude that CN pro-
duction in meteors is not only low, but it is
strongly inhibited.

METHODS

The two-stage thermoelectrically cooled slit-
less CCD spectrograph for Meteor Astronomy
and Astrobiology (“ASTRO”) was specially de-
veloped for the detection of small molecules in
the optical spectra of relatively faint meteors. The
design provides for a high spectral resolution
with reasonable detection rates for meteors that
are faint enough to have rarefied flow conditions
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typical for even smaller (but too faint) ,150 mm
meteors. The instrument layout is shown in Fig.
1. An objective grating disperses the light of a me-
teor seen at some angle to the viewing direction,
and a lens projects the spectrum on a cooled CCD
detector. A typical result is shown in Fig. 2.

The detector, a Pixelvision camera with a two-
stage thermoelectrically cooled 1,024 3 1,024 pixel
back-illuminated SI003AB CCD with 24 3 24 mm
pixel size (24.5 3 24.5 mm image region), was
used in an unintensified mode to keep as high a
spectral resolution as possible. The disadvantage
of such an unintensified CCD detector is the rel-
atively long readout time, which is 0.95 s for 1 3
4 binning. Exposure times needed to be kept to a
minimum (0.1–0.8 s) so as not to have too many
zero-order star images and star spectra overlap
the meteor spectrum. Minimum exposure times

were also needed to prevent smearing of those
star images from Earth’s rotation and aircraft mo-
tion. Though the star background serves to cali-
brate the meteor intensity, once meteor intensity
calibration was accomplished the star images
were removed from the spectra by subtraction of
a no-meteor image that was taken in the same
viewing direction and with the same instrument
setting only seconds after a meteor was detected.
Noise residuals of the star images were removed
by replacing the residue pixels with low-intensity
pixels from neighboring rows. A 0.1 s exposure
resulted in a maximum star magnitude that could
be captured of 110.6. In general, the limiting
magnitude for meteors was about 15.7 because
of their higher angular velocity, and meteors
brighter than magnitude 14 show the most in-
tense first-order spectral lines. Our best spectra
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FIG. 1. Instrument setup on “FISTA” and a schematic of the instrumental layout. The instrument consists of a
cooled CCD detector, optical system, and grating. The field of view of the instrument is only 5° narrow, but stretches
in the dispersion direction of the grating for the full range of unvigneted viewing. The camera is typically positioned
at an angle of 20° to the aircraft’s optical window.



probed 22 magnitude meteors at altitudes of
90–120 km, which corresponds to about 1 cm size
meteoroids in the case of Leonid entry speeds of
72 km/s. These are about 5 magnitudes fainter 
(a factor of 100 in mass less) than those studied
from traditional photographic spectroscopy tech-
niques. This is small enough to have the required
rarefied flow field that characterizes meteor con-
ditions for the bulk of meteoroid mass influx (Jen-
niskens et al., 2000a).

The AF-S Nikkor f2.8/300D IF-ED 300–mm
telephoto lens collection optics determined the
field of view (5°) and the short wavelength cut-
off of sensitivity, which extended down to about
360 nm. The grating dispersion was chosen in or-
der to be able to capture any section of the zero,
first, and full second order spectrum (Fig. 1). Sec-
ond order refers to the integer wavelength dif-
ference of 2 for diffractions from two neighbor-
ing grating grooves. Based on this, we chose an
11 3 11-cm plane transmission grating #35-54-20-
660 with aluminum coating on 12-mm BK7 sub-
strate manufactured by Richardson Grating Lab-
oratory (Rochester, NY). We did not use an order
separation filter, a holder for which is provided
by the telephoto lens. Without such an order sep-
aration filter, the near-UV part of the third order
spectrum is also captured, which overlaps the
second order spectrum above 540 nm (3 3 360
nm 5 2 3 540 nm). Grating and detector were po-
sitioned such that the dispersion occurred along
the rows of the CCD. We measured a dispersion
of 540 l/mm and blaze wavelength of 698 nm
(34°). This configuration provided a full second
order spectrum out to about 925 nm. The factory
grating specifications suggested a good sensitiv-
ity out to 1.1 mm, but we found that the grating
efficiency fell off rapidly above 850 nm. Figure 3
shows the response curves for the camera cali-

brated for various orders, which were measured
by using an approximate point source (an optical
fiber manufactured by Ocean Optics) illuminated
with a mercury-argon lamp (wavelength calibra-
tion) and a tungsten lamp (absolute intensity cal-
ibration). The measured efficiencies have been
scaled to the product of the factory response
curve for the transmission grating, the transmis-
sion of the camera lens, and the CCD quantum
efficiency (dashed line, Fig. 3).

The response curve shown in Fig. 3 does not
include the effects of (a) vigneting (or flatfield-
ing) or (b) the geometric correction (a simple co-
sine function with angle of incidence) for the ori-
entation of the grating relative to the direction of
the meteor. By measuring the response of the in-
strument to a homogeneously illuminated flat
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FIG. 2. Second order spectrum of the 09:05:58 UT, November 18, 2001, Leonid meteor. Lines other than those
caused by iron are marked. Brackets indicate emission lines in the overlapping third order.

FIG. 3. Measured spectral response curves for first
(1st), second (2nd), and third (3rd) order. The second and
third orders are scaled down for comparison. The dashed
line shows the theoretical response for the combined fac-
tory given grating efficiency, CCD quantum efficiency,
and camera optics transparency.



surface we found that vigneting varied as a func-
tion of row and pixel position. This allowed us to
determine the flatfielding intensity calibration
correction factor ( f ) for a given position of the
spectrum on the CCD. Two examples are shown
in Fig. 4, each representing the mean over a band
of CCD rows.

The position of the meteor on the sky and the
choice of focus determined what part of the spec-
trum was recorded. Together with its encasing,
the camera left an effective hunting ground of a
strip of sky 5° wide and up to 88.6° from the for-
ward direction (Fig. 1). The wavelength scale was
close to linear over the full range, which spanned
about 13,600 pixels:

l (nm) 5 15.737 1 0.13382 3 pixel (1)

A small 2 nm residual, described by the follow-
ing second order polynomial, remained:

l (observed 2 calculated) (nm) 5 10.638
2 0.0030227 pix 1 1.8322e-7 3 pix 3 pix (2)

For each individual spectrum, the scale was also
nearly linear, and the pixel position of higher-or-
der lines was simply a multiple of the pixel po-
sition at first order.

The highest possible resolution was obtained
only when the meteor moved nearly perpendic-
ular to the dispersion direction. A 4-pixel binning

was applied perpendicular to the dispersion di-
rection to shorten the readout time, but this also
decreased the resolution if the meteor did not
move perpendicular to the dispersion direction.
Unfortunately, the meteor orientation varies as a
function of the angle on the sky and the left/right
position relative to the viewing direction in the
field of view. Under optimal conditions the full
width at half-maximum (FWHM) spectral reso-
lution in third order was as low as 1.8 Å, which
outperforms photographic spectral analysis tech-
niques by a factor of 3.

RESULTS

The instrument was deployed during the in-
tense 2001 Leonid meteor storm over the conti-
nental United States onboard the USAF/418th
FLTS-operated NKC-135 “FISTA” research air-
craft during the 2001 Leonid MAC mission at the
time of the intense November 18th 10:40 univer-
sal time (UT) Leonid storm peak (Jenniskens and
Russell, 2003).

Figure 2 shows our best result, a Leonid with
a brief terminal flare, which appeared in a west-
northwestern direction while flying over Little
Rock, AR, at 09:05:58 UT, November 18 (92.97W,
134.80N, 37,000 ft). No meteor trajectory infor-
mation is available from a stereoscopic perspec-
tive, because this was a single-plane mission, but
the typical altitude at which such meteors end is
93 6 5 km (Jenniskens et al., 1998; Betlem et al.,
2000). While most of the spectrum consists of sec-
ond order lines of sodium, third order lines of
ionized calcium are readily identified and very
strong. The region shortward of the sodium lines
is dominated by intrinsically bright third order
iron lines, which were detected despite the factor
of 50 lower instrumental sensitivity for third or-
der lines (Fig. 3).

The spectrum shown in Fig. 3 is slightly out of
focus at one side of the CCD because of a small
misalignment of the optics and CCD plane. As a
result, the spectral resolution increases from a
FWHM 5 1.3 Å at 370 nm to about 2.4 Å at 410
nm. This does not affect the analysis of the data
other than to require line profile integration prior
to comparing relative intensities. The sodium
emissions detected above this main portion of the
spectrum on the CCD frame are due to the per-
sistent afterglow or recombination line emission
from sodium atoms released at a time prior to the
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FIG. 4. Examples of vigneting in the camera for two
different positions of the spectrum on the CCD. The first
example applies to a band near the upper edge of the CCD
frame. The second example is that valid for the position
of the spectrum in Fig. 2.



start of the exposure. No correction was made for
this (small) contribution to the main spectrum.

After summing all relevant rows, we found
that emission lines were on top of a continuum
emission, identified as the First Positive Band of
N2, observed in second order (Fig. 5). No known
second or third order molecular band from at-
mospheric emissions, other than that of CN, was
expected in the region around the CN band head.
After correction for second order instrument re-
sponse (Fig. 3), we fit the N2 band contour to the
whole spectrum. The N2 band contour defined
the background level. A small correction for in-
strument response to the remaining iron lines was
made by subtracting the N2 band contour and
correcting the resulting spectrum in a manner ap-
propriate for the third order response (Fig. 3).

The CN molecular band

Once instrument and background corrections
were made we focused our attention on the third
order spectrum around 388 nm (Fig. 6). The new
third order spectrum resolved the weaker iron
lines considerably as compared with our earlier
first order spectra (Rairden et al., 2000). The ex-
pected Fe line emission spectrum, shown as a
dashed line in Fig. 6, was calculated for excita-
tion temperatures of 4,300 and 4,500 K, using all
neutral iron lines in the NIST Atomic Spectra
Database Version 2.0 (NIST Standard Reference
Database #78). A comparison of the observed and
calculated emission lines established their iden-

tity and showed that weak iron lines did not con-
tribute to the background continuum. It should
be noted that second order iron lines are present
elsewhere in the spectrum.

As indicated in Fig. 6 two iron lines bracket the
position of the CN molecular band. Because of
the absence of any additional faint line emissions
in this region, an upper limit on the CN abun-
dance could be established. Though the CN band
might have in fact been detected as a small bump,
it is at the noise level of the spectrum.

The relative abundance of CN molecules 
versus iron atoms was calculated using the
NEQAIR2 model of heated air in thermodynamic
equilibrium (Laux, 1993; Park et al., 1997). The CN
band profile for a resolution of 1.8 Å FWHM is
shown in Fig. 6. The band head at 388.44 nm is
unresolved, with its width reflecting the instru-
ment profile. With ICN equal to the total inte-
grated emission intensity of CN in the range
375–393 nm, and IFe equal to the total integrated
emission intensity of all third order Fe lines in the
range 381.3–386.7 nm, we calculated for T 5 4,500
that IFe/nFe 5 3.24 3 10216 W/sr and ICN/nCN 5
5.58 3 10217 W/sr, where nFe is the total concen-
tration of Fe atoms in cm23 and nCN is the total
concentration of CN molecules/cm3. For T 5
4,300 K, IFe/nFe 5 2.13 3 10216 W/sr and ICN/
nCN 5 3.93 3 10217 W/sr. To calculate these val-
ues we assumed that the emitting levels were in
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FIG. 5. Extracted spectrum of Fig. 2, after correction for
instrument response and vigneting. The dashed line
shows the contribution from the first positive band of N2
in second order.

FIG. 6. Detail of Fig. 5, showing the position of the CN
band and the iron lines in third order. A model spec-
trum at 4,300 K of iron atom line emission is shown by a
dashed line. The continuum background is the band con-
tour of N2 in second order. The thick line is a theoretical
profile of the CN band for air plasma at 4,300 K and in-
strumental broadening FWHM 5 1.8 Å.



Boltzmann equilibrium with the ground state of
Fe and CN at the given temperature. These are
concentrations per total Fe atoms and total CN
molecules (that is, not per molecule of CN in the
excited electronic B state).

From these calculations, we found that the ra-
tio of the total number of atoms of CN and Fe in
the meteor plasma was nCN/nFe # 0.017 for an ex-
citation temperature of 4,500 K (or #0.019 for an
excitation temperature of 4,300 K). The largest un-
certainty was caused by the position of the back-
ground level. However, given the good fit of the
N2 band contour to the overall spectrum short-
ward of 590 nm (Fig. 5), a conservative error of
less than 50% places the upper limit at nCN/nFe #
0.03.

An even more precise upper limit was derived
from a Geminid spectrum obtained during the
2001 Geminid shower with the same instrument
deployed from a ground site at Fremont Peak Ob-
servatory, California (Fig. 7). For that spectrum,
we calculated for an excitation temperature of
4,500 K that nCN/nFe # 0.011 (or 0.012 at 4,300 K).
However, Geminid meteoroids frequently ap-
proach the Sun to within 0.14 AU, which heats
the meteoroids every 1.6 years to at least T 5 510
K (the temperature of small zodiacal cloud mete-
oroids) and possibly as high as 1,800 K if the
larger meteoroids are more like a black body
(Levasseur-Regourd et al., 2000). This is hot
enough to change their morphology into more
compact objects and can result in the loss of some
or all of the organic matter.

The more intense Geminid spectrum confirms
that no weak second or third order atomic lines
of any kind are present at the position of the CN
band. Hence, we conclude that the meteor plasma
responsible for most of the Leonid meteor’s emis-
sion contains #1 CN molecule per 30 Fe atoms.
This result improves by more than a factor of 10
the upper limit of 1 CN per 3 Fe atoms found ear-
lier by Rairden et al. (2000). These numbers are
significantly less than expected. If all of the ni-
trogen in the complex organic matter of the comet
dust was decomposed in the form of CN mole-
cules, this would give nCN/nFe 5 0.79 6 0.02,
based on the observed nitrogen abundance of
complex organic matter in small dust grains of
comet 1P/Halley (Delsemme, 1991). The ob-
served abundance is a factor of 26 lower.

CN can also be formed by reactions in the me-
teor air plasma involving CO2 and N2 in the am-
bient atmosphere. Though CN formation via such
aerothermochemistry is not well understood, in
the case of thermodynamic equilibrium there
would not be enough CN made from this mech-
anism to be detectable. The calculated CN abun-
dance for a 4,300 K air plasma in local thermo-
dynamic equilibrium at 95 km altitude equals
1.0 3 105 molecules of CN/cm3. The 22 magni-
tude Leonid meteor studied here has a mass of
about 0.44 g, of which 0.033 g is iron (Delsemme,
1991). That iron is ablated and distributed over a
path length of about 17 km (Betlem et al., 2000),
in a cylindrical volume of at least a 2-m radius
(Boyd, 2000), which indicates a mean density of
nFe 5 2 3 109 atoms/cm3 and an expected nCN/
nFe of about 5 3 1025, a factor of 6 less than our
detection limit.

DISCUSSION

There are several reasons why the abundance
of CN in the meteor plasma can be a factor of 26
lower than expected from the decomposition of
meteoric organic matter during ablation: (1) the
abundance of organic matter in the dust of
55P/Tempel-Tuttle is not known; (2) the abun-
dance of nitrogen in that organic matter is un-
known; (3) the fate of organic matter in the in-
terplanetary medium due to space weathering is
not known; (4) the organic matter could have
been lost at higher altitude (earlier in flight) than
where the measurement was made; (5) the
process of ablation could favor the release of ni-
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FIG. 7. Detail of the 08:41:27 UT Geminid meteor spec-
trum observed on December 13, 2001, with symbols and
lines the same as in Fig. 6.



trogen in atomic form or in the form of some other
small molecules; or (6) the nitrogen could survive
in the form of larger organic compounds that are
not detected. The latter possibility could provide
a new pathway towards prebiotic compounds.
We will now consider the significance and im-
plication of these arguments one by one.

Since the abundance of organic matter in the
dust of 55P/Templel-Tuttle is not known, it is
possible that there was little or no organic mat-
ter in the Leonid particles to begin with. Conse-
quently, the absence of nitrogen-bearing organic
matter in the Leonid meteoroids may have re-
sulted in our inability to detect CN. The only
other measurement that could have detected ni-
trogen-bearing organic matter in the dust (as op-
posed to molecules in the gas phase) is in situ
mass spectroscopy. The Leonid parent comet has
not been visited. In the coma of comet 1P/Hal-
ley, nitrogen-bearing organic matter was detected
in particles (the CHON particles) analyzed by the
mass spectrometers on the GIOTTO and VEGA
spacecraft. Because comet Halley is not the par-
ent of the Leonid stream, it is recommended that
future work focus on the meteoroids of the Ori-
onid and eta-Aquarid streams that do originate
from comet Halley. Though bright meteors from
these showers are much more difficult to observe,
much the same result would be expected. The
Leonid parent comet is remarkable only because
it passes so close to Earth’s orbit. Most impor-
tantly, since 55P/Tempel-Tuttle is in a Halley-
type orbit and it should originate from the Oort
cloud just as 1P/Halley, there is no reason to ex-
pect that it is less rich in organic matter.

For the same reason, there is no reason to ex-
pect that the nitrogen content or composition of
the organic matter would differ from that of
1P/Halley. Halley dust is as rich in nitrogen than
primitive meteorites. Though the nitrogen con-
tent in the organic matter of comet Halley has
been questioned because of calibration problems
with the detectors, there is no reason to expect
there to be more nitrogen in the less primitive me-
teorites. The heating and irradiation that alter the
organics in meteorites tend to evolve the organic
matter towards materials less rich in nitrogen and
oxygen (Jenniskens et al., 1993).

It is unknown how the organic content changes
with dust grain size and exposure to the plane-
tary medium; hence the fate of the organic mat-
ter in the interplanetary medium is not known.
However, we know when the observed Leonids

were ejected from the parent comet: in 1767. The
09:05:58 UT Leonid meteoroid never came closer
to the Sun than 0.976 AU and remained in the in-
terplanetary medium only for 225 years (seven
orbits), most of that time far from the Sun.

Might the organic matter have been lost in the
Earth’s atmosphere early in the trajectory at
higher altitudes, when the meteoroid first warmed
up to above the evaporation and decomposition
temperature of T , 700 K? This scenario was pro-
posed by Elford et al. (1997), who observed that
radar meteors are initially detected at heights up
to ,140 km. They concluded that a more volatile
component than stony minerals must be ablating
at those heights. The specific case of fast Leonids
was discussed by Steel (1998), who calculated the
altitude of evaporation for a range of small or-
ganic compounds with relatively low sublimation
temperatures, finding ablation heights in excess
of 140 km for some compounds. However, the
light curve of bright Leonid fireballs above 136
km was found to be very flat and starting at about
200 km (Spurný et al., 2000a,b), which is incon-
sistent with the light curves calculated by Elford
et al. (1997) and Steel (1998). At 200 km, the grains
are not warm enough to evaporate the organic
compounds that survived the vacuum of space.

Indeed, the Leonid studied here shows no
sign of differential ablation of minerals in order of
their volatility. The elements Na, Fe, Mg, and Ca
are lost in the same proportion (Fig. 2), except
for the last wisp of matter after the catastrophic
fragmentation during the terminal flare (a topic
of future work). Sodium is at least partially
found in more volatile minerals than those con-
taining magnesium and iron. Though some
smaller Leonid meteoroids are known to lose
sodium early in their trajectory, this is only
found in fragile cometary shower meteoroids
small enough to expose the minerals efficiently
to the impinging air flow (BorovicÏ ka et al., 1999).
Sodium may be contained in the larger Leonids
at lower altitudes because of the limited time
available for inward diffusion of heat and out-
ward diffusion of molecules. Although the or-
ganic and mineral components are separate en-
tities, they are intimately mixed down to very
small size scales in comet Halley dust, and the
diffusion of those volatile compounds out of the
grains (if at all possible) will take time. Such con-
siderations are not included in the model of Steel
(1998). Hence, the organic matter is not lost early
in flight.
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The low CN abundance in the air plasma of the
09:05:58 UT Leonid meteoroid cannot be under-
stood by merely allowing some fraction of nitro-
gen to escape as N, NH, N2, NH3, NH2, NCO,
NO, HNO, or HCN, etc. The configuration of N
in the complex organic matter of meteoroids is
not known. However, from meteorite and mi-
crometeorite studies (where much organic matter
has been altered by aqueous alteration processes),
we know that a significant fraction of the nitro-
gen is contained in the organic framework (see
references in Keller et al., 1995; Greenberg, 2000).
Aqueous alteration tends to move nitrogen from
the organic framework to functional groups such
as -NH. In cometary matter, no aqueous alter-
ation has occurred. So, if N is in the framework
in meteorite organics, it should also exist in the
organic framework of cometary matter. Coal-
bound nitrogen also resides principally in hete-
rocyclic ring moieties, mostly five-membered
pyrrolic rings and six-membered pyridinic rings
(Smith et al., 1994; Zhang, 2001). In pyrolysis stud-
ies of tar such nitrogen is observed to escape, pre-
dominantly in the form of HCN and NH3 (Chen
and Niksa, 1992; Nelson et al., 1992; Ledesma et
al., 1998). Ammonia is a product of amino com-
pounds. At the low pressure and high tempera-
ture conditions in meteor plasma, CN radicals
rather than HCN are stable, and ammonia will
break apart. Small hydrocarbon radicals higher
than CN are so excited by their formation that
they rapidly fission into lower products, leaving
only the thermally stable single and double car-
bon radicals, unless prevented by rapid radiative
cooling. Carbon atoms are present too, but at
lower abundance because of thermodynamic con-
siderations. The carbon atoms react with N2 to
form CN. At 4,400 K, CN and N2 are only par-
tially dissociated, while O2 and CO (and CO2) are
fully dissociated, leading to high abundances of
CN if the plasma is in local thermodynamic equi-
librium (Jenniskens et al., 2000a). Only if oxygen
plays a role in extracting the nitrogen after abla-
tion, then NOx compounds are expected to dom-
inate. Hence, CN should be a significant product
of the ablation of organic matter, unless the or-
ganic matter is released as larger compounds.

We conclude that the most likely explanation
for the lack of CN molecules in the meteor plasma
is that meteoric organic matter is lost in the form
of a large range of relatively complex molecules,
or perhaps as an amorphous carbon solid with
embedded metal as proposed by Brownlee et al.

(2002). Until now, no evidence has been found of
such meteoric soot particles in the Earth envi-
ronment, and it remains unknown how well the
heating conditions in the electron microscope
used in the experiment by Brownlee et al. (2002)
mimic the actual physical conditions during me-
teoroid ablation.

If the organic matter survives as large mole-
cules, this implies that bonds are prevented from
breaking by rapid radiative cooling or because
heat is carried away by collisional fragments that
transfer much of the kinetic energy to the ambi-
ent air. The latter mechanism is the more likely
one and comes about because of conservation of
momentum in a collision. The result is that the
lower mass fragment will carry most of the ki-
netic energy, and it will carry proportionally
more kinetic energy as the mass of the main
residue increases. This is an indirect form of the
collisional cooling that facilitates laser desorp-
tion, a technique widely used in the laboratory to
study high-molecular-mass polyaromatic hydro-
carbons in the gas phase and for detecting com-
plex organic compounds in meteorites.

Once released from the surface, a single colli-
sion will cause the molecule to slow down and
lag behind relative to the meteoroid. The mole-
cule then is slowed to thermal speeds in another
,10 collisions and remains in the warm wake of
the meteor for ,50 collisions. Only about 3% of
air collisions with atoms are inelastic (Öpik,
1958). For collisions with molecules, that per-
centage is higher, but only a fraction of collisions
will result in chemical reactions. Typical reactions
that occur in the burning of propene, for exam-
ple, are (e.g., Marinov et al., 1996):

C3H6 1 O R C2H5 1 HCO (3)

C3H6 1 O R CH2CO 1 CH3 1 H (4)

C3H6 1 O R CH3CHCO 1 H 1 H (5)

Hydrogen can react in an early Earth-like atmos-
phere with CO2 to form OH radicals, which con-
tinue to attack the organic matter via reactions
such as:

C3H6 1 OH R C3H6OH (6)

Radical attack can also lead to the growth of car-
bon chains by polymerization reactions in the
rare case that organic compounds meet. Hence,
the result of chemistry in the meteor plasma is
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likely a product of relatively high molecular mass
that is enriched in oxygen (and nitrogen). Such
compounds are much more interesting for prebi-
otic chemistry than the very-high-molecular-
mass, functional group-poor compounds found
in (micro-) meteorites.

CONCLUSIONS

We conclude that complex organic matter in
meteoroids does not fully decompose into di-
atomic constituents or atoms during the most in-
tense phase of meteor ablation, and that meteoric
organics are most likely lost in the form of large
molecular fragments cooled by radiative cooling
and the loss of hot molecular fragments. The
product of chemical interactions in the air plasma
in the meteoroid’s wake is most likely a large va-
riety of molecules and radicals that are chemically
altered, functional group-enriched, molecular
fragments and condensation products.

This result marks an alternative route to pre-
biotic molecules from organic matter contributed
to the Earth by particles at the peak of the mass–
frequency distribution of infalling matter. At the
time of the origin of life, there would have been
typically as much extraterrestrial matter impact-
ing Earth in the form of dust as in the form of
large asteroids and comets (Ceplecha, 1992), if
they arrived on elliptic orbits to have time to de-
posit debris. Moreover, the organic content of
those meteoroids should have been similar to that
of the impacting parent bodies, with the excep-
tion of the volatile compounds lost during dust
ejection. This makes the product of meteor abla-
tion and subsequent chemistry potentially the
dominant source of complex organic molecules
on the early Earth at the time of the origin of life.
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